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Introduction
This is an adventure for Space Conspiracy, the
science fiction role playing game that is
sweeping the nation*.
*The mythical nation of Florin.

Specifically, this adventure is for 2nd level
characters who are not opposed to doing a little
stealing.
If the characters in your campaign are not yet
2nd level, run them through the adventure at
the back of the Space Conspiracy rule book.
Declare the survivors and their clones to be 2nd
level and have player spend their points.
If the characters are not likely to want to
engage in some criminal activity, this might not
be the adventure for them, although you can
try to emphasize that the thieving in this case is
justified.

Mission Overview
This mission takes place on Earth in Chicago.
This futuristic Chicago is an amazing city with
cool technology, incredible museums, and great
sights to see, but parts of it suffer under a
terrible amount of violence. In other words, it's
pretty much the same as it is today.
The mission will start with a phone call from a
mysterious stranger who wants to meet with
the team. This stranger will take on the
intimidating name of "Steve."
Steve works for Company "A." Company A can
be whatever organization has been revealed to
be the troublemaking group in your campaign.
Company A owns a research company called
Future Fruit.
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Steve will arrange a meeting with the players.
At that meeting he will tell the players that he is
the inventor of the automatic banana peeler
and that the Future Fruit company has stolen
the schematics of the invention from him. He
wants to hire the team to carry out a masterful
plan called "Operation Code Yellow." The plan
is for the party to steal the invention back while
he waits for them in a nice safe secure location.
Steve is not being entirely truthful with the
team. He is the CEO of Future Fruit and feels
that the invention is going to be a complete
failure, but has already invested too much
money into it to just drop it. By having the team
steal it, he'll be able to file an insurance claim
for lost research.
However, the actual inventor of the automatic
banana peeler suspects that the company is
about to bury his invention and plans to steal it
as well.
Complicating things further, Steve was
overheard by a group of space monkeys
confessing his plan to a beautiful blonde in a
bar. The blonde turned out to be a table lamp,
but the drunken confession was still overheard.
This should all build up to a final exciting finale
where the players have to decide what to do
with plans for an automatic banana peeler
while dealing with a mad fruit scientist, a pack
of space monkeys, and a guy intent on
committing insurance fraud.

Clone Delivery
There is the possibility that several characters,
or the entire team, may die during this mission.
Perhaps we should call it a hopeful possibility. In
any case, while it is amusing as a game master
to see player characters killed off, it's no fun
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having players with dead characters just sit
around and stare at you. You can have them lie
on the floor, close their eyes, and act dead, or
you can try to get character clones delivered as
soon as possible. Just how soon new clones
arrive is up to you, but the Cloning Consortium
has spies everywhere and so they tend to know
when a dangerous mission is afoot. They can
move a few clones to a storage facility nearby
and have them delivered in as little as fifteen
minutes, not including the time it takes to
unpack the clones from their thermal protected
cardboard boxes.
A clone is delivered naked to the location of the
player's choice. The law assumes that
everything that the former character owned is
inherited by the clone. Clones that find their
former selves looted by teammates can call
local law enforcement who will back clone
inheritance rights. However, local law
enforcement might be inclined to confiscate all
illegal items from all of the parties involved.

The Meeting
Steve will ask the player's to meet him at the
Super Secret Spy club just after sundown.
The Super Secret Spy Club

The Super Secret Spy club is really just a bar
with a secret agent theme. Its clientele take the
theme seriously. Most of the customers wear
long coats and sunglasses. The bar is dark, so
wearing sunglasses means everyone bumps into
each other a lot. Roll a 1D4 to see how many
drinks gets spilled on each character as they
make their way through the bar.
Meeting Steve

Steve is a Slandarii in a very nice suit. The well
dressed lizard has managed to score a coveted
corner table.

Once the team
has settled into
their chairs and
been treated to
a round of
shaken martinis,
Steve will launch
into his spiel.
"My fellow life
forms! I have summoned you in my time of
need. I am a great scientist who has invented
something miraculous! But the company for
which I work fears my invention and plans to
bury it so that it will never see the light of day.
All the good that could come from my invention
will never come to fruition if this happens.
But I have come up with a plan that will ensure
that this will not happen! I call my plan 'Project
Code Yellow.' The plan is that I hire you to steal
my invention back for me. I'll wait here till you
get back."
Steve's speech will likely generate some
questions like "Are you lying to us?" and "Will
you buy me some beer?" (The answer to both
those questions is yes.)
How much will you pay us?
Steve is willing to pay each team member 250
zoidians up front and another 250 zoidians
upon delivery of the invention. A character with
the Negotiation skill can try to talk Steve into
increasing the payout. The Target value is
Steve's Willpower of 8. If the character gets any
successes, Steve will increase the upfront and
delivery payment by 50 zoidians. If the
character gets 4 or more successes, he will
increase the payments by 100 zoidians.
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Are you lying to us?

What is the invention?

Steve will note that as a member of the
Slandarii race, he is obligated by custom to lie
about something, but he assures the team that
he isn't lying about anything consequential. This
is also a lie.

"Automatic Banana Peeler."

Characters can try to determine if Steve is lying
by making an Alertness check with a target
value of 5. Counselors making this check get a
+2 bonus to any success.
Are you really the owner/inventor of the
invention?
Steve is not really the inventor of the invention
(although he will insist he is), but he really is the
owner of the invention and can show authentic
documentation that this is the case. This
documentation, however, does reveal one of
his lies. His real name is not Steve, it's Slari
Slatherfast.
What company do you work for?
"Future Fruit." (A rare true answer.)
What's the security like?
Steve will tell the team that Future Fruit has
recently hired a gang of criminal blobs as
security guards.
"Future Fruit hired them to save money. These
blobs only took the job in the hope that they'd
get to hurt folks for their amusement! They've
taken to mugging people that pass by on the
sidewalk."
Steve is telling the truth here, but leaving out
that he is the one that hired the blobs because
he didn't want his competent security guards
getting hurt when the team goes in to steal the
invention.
6

What's the invention do?
"Peels bananas. Automatically."
Where is it located in the building?
"Top floor in a lab."
Can you be more specific?
"No."
(Actually, he could be. But he's worried that if
there isn't enough damage, the insurance
company won't think it was a real theft, so he is
counting on the team to rampage around some.
He'll regret that.)
If the team is reluctant to take the job...
Play up the aspect of helping right the wrong
that is being done to this poor inventor.
Highlight that the security guards they might
have to fight are all criminals. Point out that if
they don't take the job, there won't be an
adventure tonight and thus no one will stay and
order pizza.
Transportation
The team is going to need a get-away vehicle.
If the team went through the adventure in the
core rule book, they probably have a stolen
Armadillo van that has been modified to carry
turkeys. But if they failed to steal that truck, or
have already destroyed it, Steve can loan the
team his Armadillo van for the mission.
He has some doubts that his van will survive.
His doubts are justified.
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The City Block

This section of Chicago contains no museums
and so the police don't spend a lot of time
protecting it. As long as the team sticks to
gunfire and a few heavy weapons, they
shouldn't encounter any law enforcement. If
the team starts to systematically tear down
every building in the area, the local populace
will hire a judge to go and take care of the team

which will cause the adventure to pause until
the team's new clones arrive.
The area between the black lines represent city
streets and the grey boxes are buildings.
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Ranges
Anyone in the same grid square is considered to
be in nearby range.
Targets in an adjacent square are in Nearby
range. Targets between 2 and 4 squares are in
Ways off range. Targets between 5 and 10
squares away are Freakin' Far. Any targets that
are farther away than 10 squares are Outta
Range. Note that weapons fire will go farther
than 10 squares, it's just that no one will hit
anything at that range. Such fire can be
assumed to add to the overall collateral damage
that this mission will pile up.
Running from one square to another takes a
character 1 turn, unless they are a Tourg, in
which case it takes 2. Walking from one grid
square to another takes two turns, except for
Tourg's who will need 3 turns to mosey over.
A vehicle moves one square for every 2 points
of speed it has rounded down, so if a vehicle is
moving at a speed of 3, it will move one square.
If a vehicle is constantly moving at odd
numbered speeds, the game master can award
it an additional square of movement now and
then to show that it is moving a little bit faster
than is being otherwise indicated.
Driving Through the City
This section of the city contains numerous sharp
turns that will send an out of control vehicle
smashing into a building. We'll use the normal
rules for vehicle crash damage, but we'll have
some fun with the passenger damage. (And this
is an important point in Space Conspiracy; the
Game Master should change the rules
whenever he or she feels like it. Anything is
allowed as long as it keeps the game fun and
funny.)
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If a driver fails a vehicle control check and
crashes into an unmarked building, the vehicle
will take normal damage. However any player
that failed to tell the Game Master that their
character was fastening their seatbelts, will see
through character thrown out of the vehicle,
probably through a windshield.
Characters wearing their seatbelts will take 1D4
impact damage and are awarded a "Safety
First!" button. (The button doesn't do anything
other than look snazzy.)
Characters that are thrown from the vehicle
will take 2D4 Impact damage from the crash,
and then maybe more depending on what kind
of building the vehicle crashed into.
Roll 1D6 to see what kind of building gets
crashed into.
1 - Explosives manufacturing plant
2 - Fireworks Factory
3 - Cactus Nursery
4 - Fertilizer Factory
5 - Pudding Factory
6 - Fluffy pillow factory
Be sure to subject non-player characters to the
same treatment. Seeing a car full of pursuing
space monkeys colliding with a Fireworks
Factory will fill your players with joy.
Note: Non-player
characters never
seem to wear
their seatbelts.
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Explosives Manufacturing Plant
If anyone on the team has a Coolness point,
they can spend it and plead for the Game
Master to re-roll. Otherwise there is a quick
moment where the characters get to look
around and see crates and barrels all marked
with the word "explosives." Then there will be
a tremendous fiery explosion that destroys the
vehicle, the building, and any pursuers that
were within 5 squares.
The invention will be destroyed and so Steve
won't give the team the second half of the
agreed upon payment. If the players' had
planned on helping Dr. Frampi the mad inventor
escape with the invention, his clone will be
sadly disappointed, and he won't be able to give
the team any payment either. However, don't
feel bad for Dr. Frampi as his clone goes on to
marry a supermodel after his invention of the
automatic pear peeler.
Strangely enough, the team will be reimbursed
for the cost of their clones. Due to a prior legal
settlement, anyone that is working for Future
Fruit is automatically covered by fiery explosion
clone insurance. Since the team was working
for the president of Future Fruit, even though
they might not have known it, Their clone costs
will be paid and maybe they'll get some cool
mutations.
Any equipment they had on them, however, is
melted into a pile of goo.
Fireworks Factory
The team lands atop piles of crates filled with
brightly colored rockets. They promptly ignite,
and fly off in every direction, exploding in
brilliant balls of lovely colors. Roll 8D20 for
every character and any pursuers within 5
squares. If a matching pair equal to or higher

than the character's defense value comes up,
than the PC or NPC has been hit by a rocket.
Roll 1D4 to see what color.
1 - Red: Character takes 1D8 Energy damage.
2 - Yellow: Character takes 1D10 Energy
damage.
3 - Blue: Character takes 2D8 Energy damage.
4 - White: Character takes 1D20 Energy
damage.
Cactus Nursery
The team lands atop a large collection of cacti.
Each character takes 1D8 Impact damage.
Players may ask why there's a cactus nursery in
Chicago. Don't even try to justify it.
Fertilizer Factory
The players land inside large vats of cow dung.
They do not take any further damage but they
lose 2 points of Personality until they can take a
bath.
Pudding Factory
The players land inside a giant vat of delicious
pudding. Unless a character is wearing a
pressure suit, each character must make a
Swimming test with a success target of 5 or take
1 point of pudding drowning damage.
Characters that fail the swim test must take
another test the following turn and turn thereafter until they pass, get pulled out of the vat by
a teammate, or drown.
After characters pass the swim test, characters
must make a willpower check with a success
target of 4 or spend the entire turn eating
pudding. Blobs have a success target of 6.
Characters cannot get out of the pudding vat on
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their own until they pass the test. Characters
that fail more than 3 times will have their
movement reduced to that of a Tourg. Eating
too much pudding has no effect on Tourgs.
Fluffy Pillow Factory
The characters land atop a pile of fluffy pillows.
Not only do the characters not take any further
damage, if they have taken any mental health
damage, they regain 1 mental health point
from the well being and comforting feeling of
landing atop such wonderful softness.
1. The Super Secret Spy Club
This is the club where the team meets Steve
and it is where Steve will wait for the team to
bring him the stolen invention.
If the team is still being pursued space monkeys
when they arrive at the club, they will have to
settle their differences in a parking lot
shootout.
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2. Future Fruit
This is the company that the team has to
burglar. Refer to the Future Fruit Level 1 and
Future Fruit level 2 maps for the floor plans and
exciting adventure details.
3. Homely Honey Inn
This is the hotel that Dr. Frampi the mad
inventor is staying at. If the players have
decided to help him steal the invention, this is
where they need to take him. Once they arrive,
he will jump into his boring ground car in the
parking lot, try to peel out, fail, and then putter
away. A few weeks later each character will
receive a credit transfer of 1,000 credits.
If the team is still being pursued by space
monkeys when they arrive at the hotel, they will
have to settle their differences in a parking lot
shootout.
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Future Fruit Level 1

Scale
On the Future Fruit maps, a single character can
fit into a single box on the map. Except tourgs,
who take up two boxes. Anyone in an adjacent
box is considered at In Yer Face range. Anyone 2
to 4 boxes away is in Nearby range. Anyone 5 to
8 boxes away is a Ways Off. Anyone 9 boxes or
farther away is Freakin Far. There is no Outta
Range on the map.
A Quick Word on Weapon Looting
While rampaging through the offices of Future
Fruit, team members may realize that they can
make more money by looting weapons than
from the mission. This is fine, and the team may

need the money to cover clone costs, but the
game master may want to limit the number of
weapons that player characters attempt to haul
around.
In general, a character can carry two rifles slung
across his back, and have four pistols stuffed
down his pants. This isn't a weight issue as
much as it is a space issue. For characters that
have guns stuffed down their pants - if the
character trips, attempts any jumps, or falls
down a flight of stairs, have the character make
a Smarts test with a success target of 6. Failure
means that the character neglected to put the
safety on one of the pistols and it has gone off.
Roll for damage and ignore any armor.
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Tourgs can manage to carry an extra rifle across
their back and another pistol down their pants.

blobs in rooms 2 and 4 will ambush the team
the moment they step inside the building.

Blobs can stuff four pistols into their body.

The door that the security blobs are guarding is
locked with an Al's Ok Mechanical lock. This can
be picked with a success of 5 or higher using the
Disable Mechanical Device skill. The door can
resist fist pounding and kicks, but not grenades
or heavy weapons. The lock can be shot open.

If a player insists that they could carry more, do
not allow the player to try and prove his point
by stuffing real guns down his pants. As
entertaining as the "how many guns can you
stuff in your pants" game might be, there are
some safety and liability issues. Consider this
our legally mandated warning.
It's possible that some characters may have
some fancy technically advanced way of
carrying stuff like a backpack or a bag. Weight
and space become an issue here and the game
master will have to use his or her best judgment
on how many weapons will fit in a given
container, but keep in mind that the character
is probably already hauling his or her own
weapons, ammunition, and equipment.
Looted weapons can be sold for roughly half
value. Characters with good negotiating skills
may be able to get a little more.
1) The Front Entrance
In what is certainly a serious fire safety issue
that the employees should probably take action
on, the Future Fruit office only has one
entrance. A pair of blobs in security uniforms
stand guard outside the door.
The blobs are not interested in conversation
and will resort to violence pretty quickly. They
will be quite happy to trade hits in hand to hand
combat. If the team obliges them, they may be
able to take out the two security blobs without
alerting the security blobs in rooms 2 and 4.
However if the team resorts to using gunfire,
laser fire, or any other exceptionally noisy
method of dealing with the guards, the security
12

2) Open Office
This small room is supposed to be reserved for
visiting VIPs to use, but more often it is used by
the security blobs for board gaming. If the team
has been somewhat quiet, they'll catch a pair of
security blobs in this room playing Grand Theft
Hovercraft on a desk. The blobs will respond to
the team by attacking them with the game
pieces which include a crowbar (count as a club
that does 1D8 Impact damage) and a small
model hovercraft that has sharp edges (1D4-1
Impact damage).
If the team makes too much noise here, they
will alert the security blobs in room 4. If the
team has already made too much noise, the
security blobs in this room and in room 4 will
ambush the team as soon as the team enters
the building.
The only items in the is room are a desk, a chair,
a computer, and a printer. The desk drawers are
empty and the computer holds no data and
lacks network access.
3) Cube Farm
The open area in the center of the first floor is
filled with cubicles which, despite their cheerful
green color, are designed to suck the hopes and
dreams out of the workers who occupy them
thus making the employees resign themselves
to working day after day at unfulfilling jobs until
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they eventually keel over dead, at which point
they are replaced.

Inside the room is a table, some chairs, and
some lockers.

The fabric covered cubical walls provide
concealment, but not cover. Weapons fire will
tear right through the cubicles. The normal +3
to defense for cover is reduced to +1 because
attackers can figure out how the defenders
have their body positioned and can fire almost
as if the cubicle walls aren't even there.
However, blobs can contort themselves so that
their bodies are not where anyone shooting at
them would expect, so blobs get the full +3
cover.

The lockers all have locks, but the security blobs
have failed to actually lock any of them.

Inside each cube is a desk, chair and computer.
The computers are linked to the network and
can be hacked by using the computer skill
against a target value of 8. The data these
computers can access however is limited to
website design, fruit delivery records, TPS
reports, system analysis, and staple acquisition
requests.
If the team has made a bunch of noise in
dealing with the guards near the entrance, the
security blobs in room 13 will engage the team
in the cube farm.
4) Front Security Office
4 security blobs will be here unless the team
has made a noisy entrance. If that's the case,
these blobs will be outside of the office and
firing down the front hallway toward the door
along with the security blobs from room 2.
The captain of this security squad is name
Benny. Instead of the weapons that are listed
for the security blobs in the character stats
section, he is armed with a Techron T-20 and a
ham sandwich. He has three clips for the T-20.

One of the lockers has an unpinned gas grenade
resting against the door. If the character
opening door fails to get a success target of 8
with their spot skill, when the door is opened
the grenade will fall to the floor and go off. If
this happens, anyone in the office must make
take a Nimbleness test with a success target of
5 or take 3D6 gas damage. Tourgs will be highly
motivated to get away from the noxious gas
and not suffer their normal movement penalty.
The gas will dissipate after 1D4 turns.
The following can be found inside the lockers:
5 slug thrower
clips
1 actual slug
thrower clip
1 Peppy Pea
Shooter
2 zot shots
2 hockey masks
1 pair of rubber pants
1 Salami
5) Director of Compliance Office
This office has a number of safety posters
hanging on the walls. One advises the use of
safety goggles when sharpening pencils.
Another suggests that Mondays should not be
faced without having a large orange cat to hug.
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Anyone getting a success target of 4 or higher
using the computer use skill will crack the
director's password of 12345. There isn't any
work related information on the computer, but
there is a computer game called Paint Dryer.
The object of the game is to watch paint dry.
The more paint you watch dry, then the more
paint you can watch dry. The director has
logged 26,297 hours on the game.
The character looking at the computer must
make a Willpower check and get a success
target of 5 or better or start to play the game.
Other characters will only be able to get the
character to stop playing the game by
destroying the computer. The noise generated
by doing this could alert any remaining guards
in the building.
6) Conference Room
This is a large conference room. There is a large
table in the middle of the room. Surrounded by
comfy looking chairs. A speaker phone sits in
the middle of the desk.
Anyone attempting to use the phone will find
that it is broken. The last number called was to
Big Al's All Meats Pizza Shop.
7) Vice President's Office
This office features wood panel walls and red
shag carpet. The desk appears to be made out
of carbon fiber.
Anyone using the Computer Use skill and
getting a success target of 6 or higher can break
into the vice president's computer. The only
thing of any real interest is an e-mail from the
president of Future Fruit, Slari Slatherfast.
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Tucker,
What the hell is the deal with this invention that
Dr. Fargon Frampi working on? An automatic
banana peeler? That is the stupidest idea ever!
A drunk monkey can peel a banana! What
customers are we trying to appeal to that can't
peel a banana? Blobs are the only ones that
might get confused by a banana peel and they
are just going to eat the whole thing anyway,
peel, grocery bag, and all.
This stupid invention has cost us too much to
produce! It will make us a laughing stock! Our
best hope is that someone steals the stupid
thing before its release date.
Sincerely angry,
President Slari Slatherfast.
8) Human Resource Office
The office of the human resource office has a
desk with a comfy chair behind it and a not so
comfy chair in front of it. There is a large metal
filing cabinet in the corner. An impressively
large computer is on the desk.
The computer is impressively large because it is
very old and obsolete. Turning it on reveals that
the HR director has never actually logged onto
it. A large number of sketch figure doodles in
the desk drawer suggests that the HR director
spends most of his time doodling.
The filing cabinet is locked. Using the Disable
Mechanical Device skill and getting a success
target of 4 or higher will open it. Bashing the
cabinet with a sturdy blunt object, like say... an
uncomfortable office chair, will allow a
character to make a Muscles check to see if the
cabinet can be open with brute force. A success
of 6 or greater will prove that it can be.
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The cabinet is filled with handwritten employee
evaluations. Most of the handwriting is illegible
but some phrases can be made out.
"This employee has the moral compass of a man
lost in a magnet mine."
"His employees would follow him to the pit of
Hell, but only for the purpose of pushing him in."
"If given the choice between working with this
person and being eaten by a carnivorous beast
that likes spicy food, our employees have
indicated that they would cover themselves in
hot sauce."
There are two employee files that the team
might find interesting.
President Slari Slatherfast's file starts off with:
"This slimy lizard is the most despicable insect
eating vermin ever to crawl out of the sewers.
He's so greedy that he'd steal from his own
clones."
However this first
paragraph is
crossed out. New
words have
hastily been
written
underneath.
"A swell guy! A lizard whom I love so much that
I wouldn't think of letting him pay for his own
beer!"
There's also a file on Dr. Fargon Frampi.
"An honest chap, but a bit unhinged. He's a few
slugs short of a full clip. Probably shouldn't have
had him work so many hours in the fruit weapon
labs."

9)Financial Records Office
This appears to be a standard office with a desk,
a chair, a computer and four life sucking white
walls to stare at.
A character using the Computer Use skill getting
a success target of 6 or higher can hack into the
computer. The data it holds is mostly mind
numbing spreadsheets full of numbers that are
mostly trivial. There are a few bits of important
information that can be gleaned from the
spreadsheets. The company is marginally
profitable. The upper management is overpaid,
the middle management is underpaid, and the
base workforce only works in the office long
enough to add some experience to their resume
before taking off. Oh and the company is
secretly owned by "Company A" or whatever
organization your players happen to hate the
most.
10) The Elevator
This is the elevator. It can be used to go to the
upper floor and back down again.
11) Men's Bathroom
This is the men's bathroom. It smells funny.
12) Women's Bathroom
This is the woman's bathroom . It's slightly
larger than the men's to accommodate more
stalls. This should have cut down on the
bathroom wait times for women, but the blobs
all tend to choose to use the women's
bathroom.
13) Back Security Office
This is the back security office. 6 security blobs
will be here unless the team has made a bunch
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of noise and already engaged them in a
firefight.

Wraith" is carved into the box. A sticky note is
stuck on the box. It reads "Do not open."

The captain of this security squad is armed with
a cutlass and a disco grenade, which he will
throw as soon as he can. He is wearing a bucket
helmet (Energy 1, Ballistic 1, Impact 1).

(If anyone opens the box, a dozen grapes of
wraith will fly out of the box and attack. Treat
each grape as a flying fruit with a My Turn! of 8,
a Nimbleness of 8, a Defense score of 8,
Physical Health of 1, and a Beam weapons Pistol
skill of 6. Treat all other stats as having a score
of 2. Each grape can shoot an energy beam that
does 1D4-1 Energy damage.)

14) Administrator of Administration
This office is very tidy. There are stacks of paper
on the desk lined up perfectly and
symmetrically spaced. Pens and pencils line the
edge of the desk in perfect parallel.
(In one of the stacks of paper, in triplicate is an
insurance form for coverage of property loss.
Any character reading the form that gets a
success of 4 or more with a Smarts check will
realize that while it is uncertain if the company
would ever make money off the automatic
banana peeler if it is ever sold, the company will
definitely make quite a bit of money if it is
stolen.
15) Vice President of Weapons Development
There's a standard desk, computer, and chair on
this room.
On the desk, resting on an
elegant metal stand, is a
banana that has been carved to
resemble a knife and then
covered in polyurethane. (The
banana is stiff and sharp
enough to be used as a knife. It
is inedible for anyone but
blobs.)
There is also a small wooden box on the desk
(it's a little smaller than a loaf of bread). The
box is latched closed. The words "Grapes of
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A character using the Computer Use skill getting
a success target of 6 or higher can hack into the
computer. One of the files in the computer
references something called "Angry Oranges".
Apparently, the best way to defeat them is with
a giant peeler.
16) Vice President of Nepotism's Office
There is a large desk in this office and on that
desk is a name plate with the words "Vice
President Smith" on it. There is also a computer
on the desk. A dingy gray filing cabinet is in the
corner.
(A character using the Computer
Use skill getting a success target
of 1 or higher can hack into the
computer by guessing the
password "123." The computer's
files are devoted entirely to Bug
on Blob porn.
The filing cabinet is locked. This
can be picked with a success of
5 or higher using the Disable
Mechanical Device skill. The files
within track the promotion record of various
employees. Employees named "Smith" appear
to be doing particularly well.)

Project Code Yellow

Future Fruit Level 2

17) Elevator, Top Floor

19) Conference Rom 203B

This is the top floor of the Future Fruit Facility.
The elevator doors open to reveal a wide
hallway directly in front of the team and
another hallway running left to right. A sign
hangs from the ceiling in front of the elevator
that says "Future Fruit Research Diversion."

This room is dominated by a large conference
table. Seated about the table are six
businessmen wearing suits and ties, but
sporting several days worth of beard growth.
Upon the table is a tray of moldy half-eaten
sandwiches.

18) Supply Closet

Upon entering the room, one of the men looks
up at the team and says "Ah! New attendees to
the meeting! Meeting rule 23C is now in effect."

This is a supply closet. In here the characters
find a flashlight, some rope, a piece of leather
that can be used as a rifle strap, a mop, and a
bucket helmet that must have been mistaken
for a plain old bucket.

Another one of the men groans, "Oh, God. Kill
us! We've been in this meeting for a week!"

17
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Yet another man says, "We could end this
meeting right now if you would all agree that
the standard font of the company is Helvetica!"
The man who first spoke, objects. "It'll be Calibri
or you'll all starve to death here!"
One of the men who has not yet spoken, looks
up at the party and asks, "What do you think?
What should our new business font be?"
(Team members must make a Willpower test
with a success target of 7 or be forced to sit
down and join in the meeting. Team members
can only escape from the meeting if each of the
businessmen are killed by team members not in
the meeting. The business men have a Defense
of 3 and 1 wound each.
If the entire team joins in on the meeting, the
entire team loses a point in Smarts, chooses
Arial, and then massacres the businessmen.)
20) Fruit Weapons Lab
The door to this room has a warning sign on it
that says "Caution! Weapon Grade Fruit! Do not
enter without protective Fruit Suits!" Next to
the door are six coat racks, all of which are
empty save one. The Fruit Suit is bright yellow
and appears to be made of a slippery plastic.
The suit comes with gloves, booties, and a
helmet which features a breathing filter and a
transparent window to see through.
(The suit provides the following protections and
penalties:
Helmet - Acid: 2 Gas: 2 Attention Span: -1
Body/Pants - Acid: 4 Impact:1 Stealth: -3
Shoes: - Acid: 2
Gloves: - Acid: 2
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The door to the lab has a huge padlock on it. An
Attention Span check with a success target of 1
will reveal that the padlock has been left
unlocked.
Inside that lab are two oranges that are ten feet
in height and width. On the wall mounted to
the left of the door is a giant glass case. The
words "Break in case of emergency" are painted
beneath the case in red. A small hammer on a
chain hangs down from the case. Inside the case
are two giant orange peelers.
The two giant oranges are angry oranges. They
will wait until most of the team is in the room,
then open their eyes and attack. If the team
runs out of the room, the oranges will bash
their way out after them in two turns.
It will take one turn to retrieve the orange
peelers. Wielding them requires two hands.
These weapons are covered by the Melee
Weapons skill. A successful hit causes no
damage, instead each hit removes 1D4 +
Muscles armor points from the orange that has
been struck.
21) Day Care
This room has thick plush purple carpeting. A
half-dozen cribs are lined against the back door.
Beanbags of various colors are scattered about
the room alongside building blocks, and toy
trucks.
There are also hundreds of fruit shaped plushy
dolls everywhere. Each has been given a face
with wobbly eyes, a thread sewn nose, and a
felt mouth full of teeth. The dolls looks "off"
somehow... some strange peculiarity in their
faces.
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(This is the company's day care center. It tends
to drive anyone who lingers in it mad, thus
creating a potential CEO.
Any character that looks at one of the plushy
dolls must make a Willpower test with a success
target of 10. Failure means the player must roll
1D6 on the table below.
1)Character is afraid of bananas.
2)Character is afraid of desks.
3)Character is afraid of grapes.
4)Character believes his or her name is Fancy
and will insist on everyone calling him or her
that.
5)Character believes he or she once met
Richard Nixon.
6)Character believes they are a banana.
Character will never take off any clothing or
armor. The character believes that if he or she is
"peeled," the other team members will devour
the character.
Handle any fear results this way: anytime the
character is within Near or closer range of an
object they fear, the character must pass a
Willpower test with a success of 6. Failure
results in the character screaming and running
away from the object for 1 turn. The character
may run back the next turn and take the test
again. Once passed, the character will no longer
fear that particular object, but will continue to
fear any new objects of that type encountered.
(i.e. the character no longer fears Fred's
banana, but may flee if Sara brings another
banana into the room.)
22) Empty Room
Every map wusses out somewhere.

23) Executive Cafeteria
The doors to this room are locked. A card swipe
is mounted on the wall to the left of the doors.
(Only executive level IDs can open the doors
and the party won't be finding any of those
because the executives are all at home or
waiting for stolen goods in secret club house.
The doors to the room can be opened with a
Disable Electronic device success of 4 or a
Muscles score of 5)
Inside the room are tables and chairs, a serving
bar, and lots of plastic trays. (The trays can be
used as clubs that do 1D6-1 damage.)
Behind the bar are an industrial sized oven and
refrigerator. (Inside the refrigerator are lots of
expensive gooey foods like fish eggs, but there
are also some items
the team may find
useful.
A bag of snack
explosives with 5
snacks left
2 Ham sandwiches
A salad tosser with a single loaded clip
A salami
A tar grenade
A peanut butter and jelly sandwich of sadness.
If any character eats the peanut butter and jelly
sandwich they will become sad. Thereafter the
character must make a willpower test with a
success level of 5 before taking any notable
action (Actions like running, opening a door,
engaging in combat, or searching. Not stuff like
breathing or walking.) Failure results in the
character sighing and saying "What's the
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point?" instead of performing the action. The
character may make one test a turn. Getting a
Willpower success of 10 cures the character of
their sadness. Or eating chocolate. Chocolate
cures sadness.)
24) Executive Washroom
With ass wiping robots.
25)Top Secret Lab
This room has a sign that says "Top secret!
Don't come in! Highest security level only!"
The door is unlocked.
Inside the room, the floors, ceiling, and walls
are all white. In the center of the room is an
aluminum pedestal. Atop the pedestal is a
strange curved tube that appears to split open
into four sections. The device is a little bit
bigger than a human hand. Apparently trying to
sneak up and grab the device is a lanky, goofy
looking human.
(The man is Dr. Fargon Frampi who is here to
steal his invention from the company because
he believes the company will never produce the
device. Rather than let an invention that can do
so much for the galaxy be forgotten, Frampi
plans to sell it to any company that is willing
mass produce the device and sell it to anyone
who might need an automatic banana peeler.
While explaining his altruistic plans, he'll
suddenly scream, "Oh no! Space Monkeys!"
Three space monkeys will attack through the
door.
The doctor will wait until the first trio of angry
monkeys is down, then bolt out of the door and
run to room 28. An endless stream of angry
monkeys will attack, forcing the team to fight
20

their way through the hallways if they want to
pursue the doctor. This stream of space
monkeys is coming from a barrel of monkeys
device that has been placed in the elevator. It
generates around four monkeys a turn, more or
less depending on how the game master feels
the team is doing and whether or not the
players bought him or her a pizza. The barrel
can be destroyed with any type of explosive
device, however this will render the elevator
non-functional.
26)Experimental Storage
This room is well air conditioned and filled with
slatted boxes that hold brightly colored fruit.
(Most the fruit are the result of poorly thought
out gene slicing. Apples that taste like ketchup.
Pears that taste like motor oil.
However, one of the crates contains a dozen
pomegranate grenades. These are activated by
pulling the stem out of the top. Ten seconds
later, the pomegranate explodes with the same
effect as a goo grenade. Any character that
bites into one will have his or her mouth glued
shut for 1D20 turns. This is increased by 1 turn
each time the player controlling the character
speaks.
There is also a crate of fruit that looks twisted
and mutated. The crate is labeled "Don't eat."
Anyone eating one of these five fruits must roll
on the physical side effect table.)
27)Banana Storage
This room is completely filled with thousands of
bananas.
(Whoever opens the door must make a
Nimbleness check and get a success of 4 or
higher or be trapped beneath a pile of bananas.
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The following turn the trapped character may
make a Muscles check. A success of 3 or higher
will free the character. If the rest of the team
stops to help dig the character out, he or she
will automatically be freed the following turn.
Peeling any of the bananas makes freeing the
character take another turn.
Space Monkeys will viciously attack anyone
near the bananas and then ignore everything as
they devour them.
Any banana peels that are saved can be used as
thrown weapons. A successful throw requires
the target to make a Nimbleness or Driving
check of 6 or fall down/crash.)
28)Paper work storage
This room is filled with stacks of paperwork.
There are white forms, and pink forms, and blue
forms, and cyan forms. At least you think they
are cyan colored. What kind of name is "cyan"
for a color anyway? It sounds like a type of
robot or at least an bright
red, but then you see it and
you're like, "Isn't that aqua?"
The forms are mostly
requests for additional
forms. They form a blocky
mountain that leads up to a
small window high up on the
back wall.
(Tourgs will need to make a nimbleness check
with a target success of 4 to fit through the
window. Ample amounts of firepower and
smashing can be used to enlarge the window to
a more usable size.)
Anyone jumping out the window will fall into a
trash bin filled with tomato skins. They will

suffer no damage, but will smell like ketchup for
the next twelve hours.

Escaping Future Fruit
Once the team manages to get out of the
Future Fruit building with the invention, they
need to decide where they will go. Will they
help the inventor escape with it? Will they take
it back to "Steve" for payment? Will they do
something unexpected just to annoy the game
master?
Whatever they do, as soon as they start
travelling in their vehicle, it's time for a
dramatic car chase. A banana van filled with five
space monkeys will chase after the team. Two
or the monkeys will shoot at the team. Both
shooters will have one gun in their tail, one gun
in hand, and their other hand holding onto the
van.
The two other passenger space monkeys will be
ready to leap out onto the player's
vehicle if they can get close
enough. This will take an a balance
check with a target success of 6.
There is a barrel of monkeys in the
cargo area, so any space monkey
losses will quickly be replenished.
The Banana Van has the same
stats as an Armadillo Van except it has an
Acceleration of 3 and a Deceleration of 1.
Banana Vans can be bought for the same price
as an Armadillo Van. Purchasers will be warned
that these things accelerate quickly but don't
slow down quickly, unless they run into
something. Also, they look silly.
Refer to the City Block section for more
information concerning the car chase.
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Non-Player Characters
These characters are all set at level 2, but can be raised up to whatever current level your party is at. To
do this, increase the physical health of the NPC by the body score for each additional level. For example,
raising Steve to a level 3 character would give him a Physical health score of 18. (6 (Body) plus 12
(current Physical Health) equals 18) At level 4 this NPC would have a physical health score of 24. Raise
the Mental Health score the same way, but with Willpower instead of body. Raise all skills by 1 point for
every level needed. Choose one stat for each level added and raise it by 1.
Unless otherwise noted, all NPC's will have one additional clip of ammo for their ammo using weapons.
Steve

Steve's real name is Slari Slatherfast. He is the CEO of Future Fruit. His only interest is making money.
Although he is an accomplished liar, he will honor any promises of payment that he makes. He's found
this to be a good business practice. He has no interest in a fight
and will promptly leave as soon as things get physical. Killing him
or seriously harming him will result in his family placing a 100,000
zodian bounty on the characters' heads. Random gray goons,
space goblins, and space orcs will hunt the party until every
member of the team has died at least once.
Traits
+1 Bluff
My Turn!: 10 Defense: 10
Stats
Muscles

Body

4

6

Nimbleness Smarts

6

8

Willpower

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health

7

8

8

12

Skills
Alertness: 3

Appraise Item: 3

Beam Weapons - Pistol: 3

Bluffing: 3

Conceal Item: 3

Drive Ground and Sea
Vehicle: 2

Hide: 3

Gambling: 3

Equipment
Formal Attire: +1 Personality
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Kerreta Laser Pistol (Energy 2D6)

Smart Phone

Mental
Health
14
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Security Blob

The security blobs are hired
thugs with no real
commitment to the job.
They'll attack the party
because they're bored and
enjoy violence. They won't be
concerned with guarding any
of the items in the office.
They'll try to maximize
damage inflicted to the
property because explosions
and gunfire are cool. While
fighting, they'll often chew on
the carpet, filing cabinets,
and cubical walls.
Traits
Immune to ingested poison,
can engulf, immune to smell, immune to fear, can modify shape, vulnerable to cold.
My Turn: 8 Defense: 7
Stats
Muscles

Body

4

7

Nimbleness Smarts

6

6

Willpower

4

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health
5

6

14

Mental
Health
8

Skills
Alertness: 3

Melee Weapons: 3

Beam Weapons - Pistol: 3

Hiding: 1

Conceal Item: 3

Drive Ground and Sea
Vehicle: 2

Slug throwers - Pistol: 3

Tracking: 1

Equipment
Club (Impact 1D6)

Kerreta Laser Pistol (Energy 2D6)

Headset
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Angry Orange

Angry Oranges are
the result of a foolish
attempt to
weaponize fruit.
Angry oranges know
only rage. A rage that
is only satisfied by
squishing the living or
squirting them with
citric acid.
Traits
Immune to Acid and
all Mental Health
effects. Has Natural
Armor of 10 against
energy, ballistic, and impact armor. This armor can be reduced by foes using giant orange peelers.
An Angry Orange can attack by either rolling over a foe, using its Brawling skill and causing 1D10 impact
damage, or it can squirt citric acid out to Nearby range. The citric acid attack causes 1D8 acid damage
the first turn and a further 1d4 acid damage for the next 1d4 turns.
My Turn!: 3 Defense: 3
Stats
Muscles

Body

4

10

Nimbleness Smarts

4

Willpower

2

2

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health
6

1

20

Mental
Health
8

Skills
Alertness: 3

Equipment
None
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Brawling: 3

Flamer and Squirter Weapons: 3
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Dr. Fargon Frampi

Dr Frampi is the eccentric genius behind the automatic banana
peeler. Well perhaps genius is too strong a word. He's more of
a lunatic with a fruit peeling obsessive compulsive disorder.
His only goal is to escape Future Fruit with his invention. He
cannot be dissuaded from this goal even by a skilled counselor.
He will avoid combat if he can, but will fight if cornered or if he
loses possession of his invention.
Traits
Insanity - Voices. Hears the voices of ancient aliens that reveal
to him ancient secrets about fruit. In combat roll 1D6. On a roll
of 1, the doctor misses his My Turn! because he's too busy communicating with his imagination.
My Turn: 12 Defense: 15
Stats
Muscles

Body

2

3

Nimbleness Smarts

8

8

Willpower

8

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health
4

6

6

Mental
Health
16

Skills
Alertness: 3

Computer Use: 3

Beam Weapons - Pistol: 3

Hiding: 1

Conceal Item: 3

Drive Ground and Sea
Vehicle: 2

Investigate: 3

Flamer and Squirter
Weapons: 3

Equipment
Acid Light (2D6 Acid, 1D8 for
next 1D6 turns. 1 shot only)
Acid Resistant Lab coat (4 Armor
against Acid)

Kerreta Laser Pistol (Energy 2D6)
Attention Goggles (Attention Span
+1)

Smart Phone
12 Zoidians
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Space Monkey

Space Monkeys are a space faring species that bear a
remarkable resemblance to the monkeys found on
Earth, except Space Monkeys have purple fur.
Traits
Space Monkeys are a highly intelligent species, but
lose all rationality when it comes to the Earth fruit
known as "Bananas."
Space Monkeys are immune to fear and mind control
when in the presence of bananas or banana related
equipment or art.
Space Monkeys can use both hands and their tail to
grip and fire weapons. Fortunately for those they are
shooting at, they are terrible shots.

My Turn!: 3 Defense: 8
Stats
Muscles

Body

8

8

Nimbleness Smarts

8

6

Willpower

4

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health
6

4

16

Skills
Alertness: 3
Climbing: 3

Brawling: 3
Beam Weapons - Pistols: 0
Drive ground and Sea Vehicles: 1

Equipment
3 Flashy Flash Laser Pistols (Energy 1D8)
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Mental
Health
8
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Player Characters
If your players are too lazy to make their own characters. here's
a selection of level 2 characters they can use.
Samuel the Slandarii Shooter

2nd Level Grunt
Samuel moved to Earth as a young lizard and become engrossed
in human culture. He adopted a human name and pursued
humans' love of violence. While most Slandarii concentrate on
learning the art of negotiation, Samuel just wants to shoot
people in the face.
Conspiracy: Samuel knows that the Cult of the Hungry Space
Goat owns Future Fruit.
Traits: Can't Dance;+2 to Hide when naked; +1 Bluff, Charm, Negotiate, Must make Willpower check
when passing large colorful objects
My Turn!: 6 Defense: 7
Stats
Muscles

7

Body

Nimbleness Smarts

7

8

Willpower

4

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health

6

6

6

14

Mental
Health
12

Skills
Alertness: 3
Climbing: 1
Gambling: 0
Investigate: 0
Slug throwers Rifles and Carbines:3

Balance: 1
Conceal Item: 0
Grappling:0
Melee Weapons:3
Squad Initiative: 2

Brawling: 2
Disarm: 1
Hide: 0
Negotiate: 0
Stealth: 0

Bluffing: 0
Demolitions: 2
Intimidate: 0
Search: 0
Thrown Weapons: 2

Equipment
Techron T-20 (Ballistic 1D10)
Shiny shoulder pads (Energy 2
Hide -2)

3 Standard slug thrower clips
Combat Vest (Energy: 2 Ballistic 3)

Headset

1 Goo grenade

Knife
Mango Military Boots (Energy:
2 Ballistic: 2 Impact 1 Acid 2
Stealth -1)
2 Frag grenades
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Dr. Dee C. East

2nd Level Doc
Dr. East is fascinated with all the goop that can be found inside her
fellow team members. She loves the way it squishes around her
hands, loves the way it can squirt out, and loves trying to stuff it
back in
Conspiracy: Dr. East knows that the Cult of the Hungry Space Goat is
seeking to take control of the Galactic Council.
Traits: Keep it kosher
My Turn!: 7 Defense: 10
Stats
Muscles

Body

6

7

Nimbleness Smarts

7

Willpower

8

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health

7

6

5

14

Mental
Health
14

Skills
Alertness: 2
Brawling: 1
Disarm: 0

Balance: 1
Climbing: 2
Drive: 1

Grappling: 0
Intimidate: 0
Search: 0

Heal Scratch: 2
Investigate: 2
Stabilize: 1

Beam Weapons - Pistols: 2
Conceal Item:0
Flamer and Squirter
Weapons: 3
Heal Ouchie: 2
Melee Weapons: 1
Stealth: 1

Bluffing: 0
Dance: 0
Gambling: 0
Hide: 1
Negotiate :0
Thrown Weapons: 2

Equipment
Penlight Laser (Energy 1D4)
2 Acid Lights (Acid 2D6 + 1D6 for
1D8)
1 Tube (10 doses) of healing
ointment
Long Coat (Energy: 2 Ballistic: 3
Impact 2 Acid: 1 Personality +1)
Flashlight
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1 Standard energy pack
1 Overcharge energy pack

Knife
15 Small Bandages

6 Homeopathy pills

Backpack

1 Gas grenade

Headset

2 water packs

2 Zot shots
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Splurt

2nd Level Smuggler
From a young age, Splurt found that people wouldn't let it have the
very coolest stuff. Blueberry pie, handguns, grenades, human heads,
small nuclear devices... these things were always being taken away
from it. And so Splurt became an expert at hiding things. When Splurt
grew up, it found that various people were willing to pay it to hide
stuff and take it from one place to another.
Conspiracy: Splurt knows that the Galactic Council is trying to cover
up some kind of mating scandal.
Traits: Ooooh shiny!; Immune to ingested poison; Engulf; Immune to
smell; Immune to fear; Shape shift; Vulnerable to cold
My Turn!: 6 Defense: 9
Stats
Muscles

Body

5

7

Nimbleness Smarts

6

Willpower

8

5

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health
8

7

14

Mental
Health
10

Skills
Alertness: 1
Brawling: 0
Disguise: 1
Gambling:0
Intimidate: 0
Search: 2

Appraise Item: 1
Climbing: 1
Disable Electronic
Device: 2
Grappling: 0
Investigate: 1
Slug Throwers -Pistols: 3

Balance: 0
Conceal Item: 2
Disable Mechanical
Device: 2
Hide: 1
Melee Weapons: 0
Stealth: 1

Bluffing: 1
Dance: 0
Disarm: 0
Improved Cover: 1
Negotiate :0
Thrown Weapons: 1

Equipment
Silverton Light Automatic (1D8
Ballistic)
Rubber pants (Acid: 4)

3 standard slug Thrower clips

Knife

Bucket Helmet (Energy: 1 Ballistic: 1
Impact: 1)

1 Ham sandwich
Shoulder holster

1 Razor grenade
Headset

Armored gloves (Energy: 1
Ballistic: 1 Impact: 1 Acid: 1
+1 Brawling damage)
1 Disco ball grenade
Backpack
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XaXanthrala

2nd Level Engineer
From an early age Xaxanthrala knew she could never be
another mindless drone. She knew that she would rise
against conformity. She knew her engineering skills
would earn her a spot on a troubleshooting team and
she would fight alongside them in glorious battles and
eat their delicious flesh when they inevitably died.
Conspiracy: Xaxanthrala knows that the Cult of the
Hungry Space Goat is plotting to control the entire
galaxy.
Traits: Can't use it - grenades, +1 to spot and search, Can bite 1D8 impact, +1 Intimidate, -1 to hit targets
beyond In Yer Face range, Natural Armor (Impact 3, Ballistic 1), needs a translator, immune to seduction,
pants are expensive (2x cost)
My Turn!: 7 Defense: 11
Stats
Muscles

Body

8

9

Nimbleness Smarts

10

Willpower

8

5

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health
5

3

16

Mental
Health
10

Skills
Alertness: 2
Climbing: 1

Balance: 1
Dance: 1

Bluffing:0
Disable Electronic Device: 2

Disarm: 1
Intimidate: 2
Negotiate : 0

Gambling: 0
Investigate: 1
Search: 1

Grappling: 1
Modify Armor: 2
Slug Throwers -Pistols: 3

Brawling: 3
Disable Mechanical
Device: 2
Hide: 1
Melee Weapons: 0
Stealth: 0

Equipment
Wyvern Medium Automatic
(Ballistic 1D10)
Shiny Shoulder Pads (Energy: 2
Hide -2)
1 can of Pammy non-stick
cooking spray
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3 standard slug Thrower clips

Shoulder holster

Translator box

Headset

Grappling hook and fifty feet of
rope

Backpack
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Nana Bytes

2nd Level Nanotechmancer
Nana has always loved technology, especially technology that would do
her bidding. As a small child, she built tiny robots that fought fleas in
small gladiatorial arenas made out of shoeboxes. This ultimately proved
unsatisfying because, while she loved watching her robots eviscerate
the fleas, she could never get the fleas to use their shields right, and
what's the point of winning without a worthy adversary?
As an adult, she is working on becoming a master of nanotechnology,
using smaller robots to take on bigger opponents.
Conspiracy: Nana knows that the Galactic Council has enslaved a
previously unknown alien race.
Traits: Shiny (Armor Energy: 1),Can't use it - Slug Throwers Pistols,
Bleeder (Takes 1 additional wound from ballistic or impact damage)
My Turn!: 8 Defense: 13
Stats
Muscles

5

Body

6

Nimbleness Smarts

8

9

Willpower

8

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health
6

6

12

Mental
Health
16

Skills
Alertness: 1
Climbing: 1
Drive: 2
Hide: 1
Melee Weapons: 1
Thrown Weapons: 1

Balance: 1
Combat Nanobots: 3
Disarm: 0
Intimidate: 0
Negotiate : 1
Utility Nanobots: 2

Bluffing: 1
Computer Use: 1
Gambling: 0
Investigate: 1
Search: 1

Brawling: 1
Dance: 1
Grappling: 0
Medical Nanobots: 3
Stealth: 2

Equipment
Micro Beam swarm (1D6 Energy)
3 Acid Bomb swarms (2D4 Acid,
1D8 Acid for 1D6 turns)
1 Boom swarm (3D8 Ballistic to
all in Nearby range)

4 Heal Ouchie swarms
1 Invisibility swarm
Long Coat (Energy 2 Ballistic 3
Impact 2 Acid 1 +1 Personality)

Headset
Backpack
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Dr. Menn Tall

2nd Level Counselor
Menn always had a knack for making his fellow beings feel better. He'd tell
prisoners that their uniforms looked quite fetching. He'd tell amputees that
they'd lost weight. He'd tell the conquered that, aside from the massive loss
of life, the planetary invasion really hadn't been that bad.
With such obvious talent, Menn decided to make counseling his career. He
also hopes that putting a Dr. in front of his last name makes him sound
taller.
Conspiracy: Dr. Tall knows that the Free Masons are plotting to destroy the
Galactic Council
Traits: Compulsive, Drunkard
My Turn!: 8 Defense: 11
Stats
Muscles

Body

5

Nimbleness Smarts

6

7

8

Willpower

Attention Personality Physical
Span
Health

8

5

9

Mental
Health

12

16

Skills
Alertness: 1
Climbing: 1
Disarm: 0
Intimidate: 0
Psychological
Weaponry: 3
Stealth: 1

Balance: 1
Dance: 0
Gambling: 0
Investigate: 1
Rally: 2

Bluffing: 1
Demoralize: 1
Grappling: 0
Melee Weapons: 1
Search: 1

Brawling: 0
Drive: 1
Hide: 1
Negotiate : 1
Stabilize: 1

Therapy: 1

Terrify: 2

Thrown Weapons: 2

Equipment
Nyah Nyah Pistol (Sonic 2D6)
Club (Impact 1D6)
Fancy Pants (Personality +1 Hide -2)

3 Standard energy packs
1 Zot Shot
Hockey Mask (Ballistic 1 Impact 2)

Sneakers (Stealth +1)

2 Evil Bastard grenades
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Shoulder holster
Headset
Combat Vest (Energy 2
Ballistic 3)
Backpack

